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Abstract

We present an ab-initio study of the anisotropy and atomic relaxation effects on the optical properties of nanoparticle dimers. Special emphasis is put on the hybridization process of localized surface plasmons, the plasmon-mediated photoinduced currents, and the electric-field enhancement in the dimer junction. We show that there is a critical range of separations between the clusters (from 0.1 to 0.5 nm) in which the detailed atomic structure in the junction and the relative orientation of the nanoparticles have to be considered to obtain quantitative predictions for realistic nanoplasmonic devices. It is worth noticing that this regime is characterized by the emergence of electron tunneling as a response to the driven electromagnetic field. The orientation of the particles not only modifies the attainable electric field enhancement but can lead to qualitative changes in the optical absorption spectrum of the system.
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The resonant interaction of light with metallic nanostructures is at the heart of the developing field of nanoplasmonics. Recent advances in the fabrication and characterization of nanodevices have opened the possibility of tailoring plasmonic modes and, as a consequence, the response of nanosystems to external radiation.\textsuperscript{1–3} Therefore, a number of applications have been realized and/or proposed during the last years: optoelectronic hybrid devices,\textsuperscript{4,5} optical nanoantennas,\textsuperscript{6} optical traps,\textsuperscript{7} nanosensors,\textsuperscript{8–10} or broad-band light harvesting devices\textsuperscript{11} among others.

Many properties of those nanodevices can be perfectly understood in terms of classical optics.\textsuperscript{12} However, if one of the characteristic lengths of the system reaches the sub-nanometric scale, genuine quantum effects emerge in the optical response,\textsuperscript{2,13} as have been observed in the last years in a series of breakthrough experiments.\textsuperscript{14–18} In this regime, the theoretical treatment of the electromagnetic response must include the inhomogeneities of valence-electron densities and of photoinduced currents between the constituents of the device. Although there are some recent theoretical attempts aiming at incorporating such effects into the realm of classical optics,\textsuperscript{19,20} in principle the quantum behavior of both ground-state and light-induced densities should be explicitly treated in order to have reliable theoretical predictions.

A prototypical case is a system made up by two metallic nanoparticles at sub-nanometric separation. In this metallic nanodimer, the establishment of a photoinduced electric current between the particles changes dramatically the plasmonic modes of the system.\textsuperscript{21–23} A full account of the main trends\textsuperscript{24,25} can be explained by describing the nanoparticles by the spherical jellium model, in which the atomic structure is neglected, and by evaluating the optical response using the, in principle exact, quantum-mechanical time dependent density functional theory (TDDFT).\textsuperscript{26–29} The latter provides the necessary accuracy when describing both the inhomogeneity of the electron density and the inherent nonlocality of the electromagnetic response. Hence, the combination of the jellium model and the TDDFT-based quantum treatment of light-matter interactions define what is now considered \textit{state of the art} in theoretical nanoplasmonics. Consequently, this prescription has been applied to analyze the tunable response properties of nanorods,\textsuperscript{30} plasmonic cavities formed by nanowires\textsuperscript{31–34} and “nanomatryushkas”,\textsuperscript{35} and more recently the optical properties of doped
semiconductor nanocrystals. Furthermore, the predictions of the jellium/TDDFT method can be also used to assess the capabilities of sophisticated refinements of classical optics, whose range of applicability is certainly broader because the numerical implementation of fully quantum methods is limited to systems containing up to thousands of atoms.

The widespread use of the jellium model when analyzing simple \( sp \) systems can be easily justified on the basis of the collective character of the plasmonic response. Moreover, the dynamical screening due to \( d \) electrons in noble-metal nanostructures can be mimicked by a dielectric background with an appropriate dielectric function. Then, the atomic structure can be safely neglected in nanostructures made up by weakly-interacting \( \textit{compact} \) elements. However, this is not a valid approximation in systems like hybrid nanoclusters, where the chemical composition of the nanoparticle is an essential ingredient to understand its optical properties. Besides, for strongly-coupled nanostructures it has been recently shown that the surface corrugation due to the atomic structure leads to induced near fields with spatial distributions and intensities that are fairly different than the ones obtained from the jellium model. Since, as mentioned before, the electromagnetic response of a nanodimer is greatly affected by the induced current between the particles, it is also expected that the \( \textit{details} \) of the atomic arrangement around the dimer junction will have to be taken into account. Thus, a careful analysis is needed in order to quantify the actual role played by the atomic structure in the establishment of induced photocurrents, and determine those regimes in which the detailed description of the atomic geometry is of major relevance. These are the main objectives of the present Letter.

To achieve this goal, we analyze the optical response of a prototype sodium nanocluster dimer. Each cluster is made up by 297 atoms in an icosahedral arrangement, which is the most stable configuration for isolated Na nanoparticles of this size. As can be seen in Figure 1, the Na\(_{297}\) cluster is almost spherical, being \( 2R \approx 2.61 \text{ nm} \) its effective diameter. This value corresponds to an averaged atomic density which is slightly larger than the one corresponding to bulk Na. The distance between the clusters is defined as \( d = b - 2R \), where \( b \) is the distance between the central atoms of each cluster. Therefore, this definition does not depend on any atomic rearrangement in
Figure 1: Representation of the two different geometrical arrangements of icosahedral Na$_{297}$ dimers considered in the present work. In the edge-to-edge (E2E) relative orientation (upper panel), two 3-atom edges are faced. In the face-to-face (F2F) relative orientation (lower panel), the spacial gap is between two 12-atom faces. The applied electric field is orientated along the dimer axis.

Once the distance $d$ is fixed, there are two main features to consider: the relative orientation of the clusters and the atomic relaxation due to the mutual interaction. Concerning the relative orientation, in the present work we treat the two cases depicted in Figure 1. The first one leads to a spatial gap which is limited by two 12-atom faces (F2F orientation), whereas the second one corresponds to a spatial gap between two 3-atom edges (E2E orientation). Thus, in the F2F geometry we maximize the width of the dimer junction whereas the E2E configuration corresponds to a smaller separation between atoms. That is, there are two distinct effects (the distance between the nearest-neighbors atoms and the contact width) which tend to cancel out. Besides, we perform an energy-optimized relaxation of the atomic positions in the E2E geometry, which is required due to the smaller distance between atoms. Of course, such a relaxation has to be restricted to the region around the spacial gap, since the dimer itself is metastable: the full relaxation would lead to the coalescence of the two clusters.

Both energy optimization and ground-state calculations are performed under a real-space prescription of the density functional theory (DFT) Kohn-Sham equations$^{51}$ using the OCTOPUS
The explicit treatment of the 3s conduction electrons by using norm-conserving pseudopotentials suffices for the purposes of the present work. The relaxation is performed using the FIRE algorithm, recently implemented in OCTOPUS, under a semilocal approximation to the exchange-correlation (XC) functional. Once the equilibrium geometries have been obtained, ground-state electron densities, $n_0(r)$, are evaluated using the same prescription.

The TDDFT optical response is also calculated with OCTOPUS following the Yabana-Bertsch time-propagation recipe, which is very efficient in systems containing hundreds of atoms. At $t = 0$ the electron system is perturbed by a delta-kick electric field $E(r,t) = (\hbar \kappa_0 / e) \delta(t) e_x$, where $e$ is the absolute value of the electron charge, $e_x$ is the direction of the dimer axis (i.e., the external field is oriented along the dimer junction), and $\kappa_0 = 0.005 \text{a.u.}$. Then, all the E1 selection-rule transitions are excited, and the induced density of a transition of frequency $\omega$ is directly related to the time-dependent density of the system after the kick, $n(r,t)$, though a Fourier transform:

$$\delta n(r,\omega) = \int_0^\infty \delta n(r,t)e^{(i\omega-\gamma)t} \simeq \int_0^{T_{\text{max}}} \delta n(r,t)e^{(i\omega-\gamma)t} dt,$$

where $\delta n(r,t) = n(r,t) - n_0(r)$. Here, $\gamma = 0.1 \text{ eV}/\hbar$ is a damping frequency which accounts for absorption spectra broadening due to non-electronic losses and $T_{\text{max}}$ is the actual propagation time in the calculations. The absorption cross-section is then given by $\sigma_{\text{abs}}(\omega) = (\omega / c \varepsilon_0) \text{Im} \alpha(\omega)$, where the dynamical polarizability $\alpha(\omega)$ is

$$\alpha(\omega) = -\frac{e^2}{\hbar \kappa_0} \int x \delta n(r,\omega) dr.$$

In practice, $\alpha(\omega)$ is evaluated from the Fourier transform of the kick-induced time-dependent dipole moment. Well-converged results are achieved using $T_{\text{max}} = 20 \text{fs}$, a propagation-time step $\Delta t = 10^{-4} T_{\text{max}}$, and a grid spacing of 0.026 nm.

The dipole optical absorption of Na$_{297}$ dimers in the range of separations $0 \leq d \leq 0.6 \text{ nm}$ is presented in Figure 2 for the unrelaxed F2F and the relaxed E2E geometries. For completeness, we have also included the optical absorption for the E2E overlapping clusters ($d = -0.1 \text{ nm}$), where a
major reconstruction of the junction occurs. We can define three distinct regimes: (a) $d \geq 0.6$ nm, where the interaction between clusters is mainly electromagnetic and the photoinduced charge transfer (CT) is very small; (b) $d \leq 0.1$ nm, where there is a direct overlap of the ground-state densities of each cluster because the Fermi level of the system is above the potential barrier in the dimer junction; and (c) $0.1$ nm $< d < 0.6$ nm where tunnelling CT between the clusters appears as a result of a photoinduced voltage bias between the clusters.

As can be seen in Figure 2, there are marginal differences between the E2E and F2F optical spectra for the separation regimes (a) and (b). The irrelevance of the relative orientation of the clusters in the regime (a) is not a surprise at all since there are minor differences between the F2F absorption and the spherical jellium model one even when $d = 0.5$ nm.\textsuperscript{48} Furthermore, this is the regime where the optical absorption can be well explained in classical terms, being also possible a quantitative agreement with the quantum predictions as long as the nonlocality of the electromagnetic response and the inhomogeneity associated to the electron-density spill-out in each nanoparticle were properly addressed. As it is well known,\textsuperscript{21,39,59–61} the optical absorption in this regime is dominated by the coupling between the Mie dipole localized surface plasmon resonances (LSPRs) of the individual clusters. This coupled mode, in what follows labelled as D, is redshifted with respect to the value $\omega_M = 3.13$ eV/$\hbar$ of the main Mie resonance of the isolated Na$_{297}$ cluster.\textsuperscript{48} In addition, a weak but discernable spectral feature appears at higher frequency. This is the signature of a hybridized plasmon resonance (Q) due to the excitation of the quadrupole LSPR of each cluster by the induced near field of the other.

As mentioned above, the regime (b) corresponds to direct overlapping of ground-state densities. In this limit, the two clusters cannot be consider as individual entities anymore and the system is actually a single "peanut-like" nanoparticle. The atomic arrangements in the junction and at the surfaces are very different in the F2F and E2E geometries, but such differences are blurred in the valence-electron density. As a consequence, the classically-predicted sensitivity of the propagation of surface modes with respect to the surface inhomogeneities\textsuperscript{62} is not longer relevant. In this case, the spectrum is dominated by two LSPRs, labelled as D(CT) and Q(CT). In both resonances, there
Figure 2: Optical absorption of Na$_{297}$ dimers vs the distance $d$ as defined in the text. Upper panels: contour plots of the photoabsorption cross sections, $\sigma_{\text{abs}}(\omega)$. The vertical dashed line indicates the approximate distance where the hybridized Q mode becomes the main spectral feature in the spectrum. Lower panel: waterfall plot of the absorption cross sections. The red [blue] lines correspond to the F2F [relaxed E2E] relative orientations. For each distance, the separation in nm between faces [edges] is indicated between parenthesis. The spectral peaks corresponding to coupled D, charge-transfer D and Q, and hybridized Q modes are indicated as well.

is a capacitive charge transfer between the two clusters (actually, between the two lobes of the peanut-shaped nanoparticle). In turn, these modes can be also characterized using classical optics if the actual ground-state density of the system is properly modeled.$^{61,63}$

On the contrary, the importance of the atomic structure is clearly manifested in the regime (c), where the optical absorption of the dimer is the result of a delicate interplay of the electromagnetic interaction mediated by near fields and the appearance of a tunelling CT between the clusters. When $d \geq 0.4$ nm, the splitting of the D and Q modes in the F2F geometry is clearly visible. Furthermore, the frequency of the D mode decreases when approaching the clusters. Thus, the
behavior of the F2F response can be described by classical electromagnetism, despite the fact that there is a charge transfer between the clusters as we will show below. For the other geometry, E2E, the value of the frequency of the D mode is already locked in this range of separations and the transfer of spectral weight from the D mode to the hybridized Q mode is clearly reflected on the spectrum. Interestingly, the intensity of the tunneling current, $I_{\text{CT}}$, when the D mode is excited is very similar in the F2F and E2E configurations. However, since the junction in the E2E orientation is substantially narrower than in the F2F one, the CT current density across the spatial gap is greater in the E2E case. As a consequence, the propagation of the plasmonic density waves over the surface of the clusters is slightly altered by the tunneling CT in the F2F geometry, and the hybridization process follows the classically-predicted trends. In fact, the quantum effects are only discernible in the F2F spectrum when the distance $d$ is less than 0.4 nm. However, the E2E optical response is much more sensitive to the establishment of an induced current, and we can say that the onset of quantum behavior due to tunneling is above $d = 0.5$ nm.

Within the regime (c), the differences are more dramatic at smaller separations. In the F2F orientation at $d = 0.3$ nm, the D mode still dominates the spectrum, but the corresponding mode in the E2E geometry has been already quenched and the main spectral feature comes from the hybridized Q mode. Nevertheless, this interpretation cannot be taken literally since, unlike the well-defined classical plasmon modes, quantum collective excitations are the result of a coherent superposition of multiple electron-hole transitions which, besides, cannot be isolated from other surrounding electron-hole pairs. In fact, the broad absorption range that characterizes both spectra at $d = 0.3$ nm is an admixture of the quantum collective excitations corresponding to the classical D and Q modes, electron-hole transitions, and likely other many-body collective excitations. In any case, at $d = 0.3$ nm the two spectra are qualitatively different, and such a difference will be even more evident when analyzing the driven induced densities and currents. The spectral feature corresponding to the D mode in the F2F orientation finally vanishes when the separation is smaller than 0.3 nm, and the maximum absorption at $d = 0.2$ nm corresponds to the excitation of a Q mode for both geometries. Note that there is still a reminiscence of the D mode excitation in the F2F
Let us now analyze the impact of the atomic relaxation in the optical absorption. The corresponding reconstruction in the junction is negligible if the distance between nearest-neighbour atoms is greater than 0.6 nm, and hardly noticeable in the range 0.5 – 0.6 nm. That means that relaxation effects are expected to be significant if \( d \lesssim 0.4 \) nm for the E2E geometry and if \( d \lesssim 0.25 \) nm for the F2F configuration. For shorter distances, when the atomic densities of both clusters overlap, the atomic reconstruction itself will be noticeable. However, we have seen that in this regime the specific atomic arrangement is not a fundamental issue. Therefore, the atomic relaxation will play a role only in the range of critical distances where there is a transition from a dominant D mode to a Q mode. To confirm and quantify this prediction, we compare the relaxed-E2E optical absorption considered so far with the unrelaxed-E2E one at \( d = 0.3 \) nm and \( d = 0.1 \) nm. Such a comparison is depicted in Figure 3 where, as expected, we may see that the atomic relaxation has a marginal impact in the optical response when \( d = 0.1 \) nm. At the critical distance \( d = 0.3 \) nm, the separation between the atoms is slightly greater in the unrelaxed configuration.

Figure 3: The impact of the atomic relaxation on the absorption cross sections for E2E Na\(_{297}\) dimers at separations \( d = 0.1 \) nm and \( d = 0.3 \) nm. Optical absorption for relaxed geometries: solid blue lines; absorption for unrelaxed geometries: dashed lines. For the sake of comparison, the corresponding F2F spectra are also depicted (red solid lines).
Figure 4: Snapshots of the induced electron densities at different resonant frequencies, as indicated in each panel. The top panels depicts the induced densities when the current between clusters reaches a maximum, whereas the second line corresponds to induced densities when the charge difference between clusters is maximum (zero intensity). The scale range is $-\rho \leq \delta n \leq +\rho$, where $\rho = 0.5 \times 10^{-6}$ a.u. for $d = 0.1$ nm and $d = 0.3$ nm, whereas $\rho = 10^{-6}$ a.u. for $d = 0.5$ nm. A sketch of the corresponding ground-state electron densities is also shown to illustrate the different contact regimes.

than in the relaxed one (0.51 nm and 0.48 nm, respectively). This small rearrangement does affect the absorption spectrum because the intensity of the tunneling CT is weaker in the unrelaxed configuration. In any case, the changes are merely quantitative and less important than those related to the relative orientation, albeit illustrating the extreme sensitivity of the plasmonic response to the CT current intensity.

To get further insights concerning the optical properties of the nanocluster dimers, we analyze the electron dynamics at different resonant frequencies. Specifically, we look at the induced densities, the current intensities between the clusters, and the total electric field (external plus induced) at the middle of the junction, $r = 0$. To carry out this study, we apply over the system a weak uniform quasi-monochromatic laser pulse of mean frequency $\omega_{\text{ext}}$ and duration $\tau = 20\pi/\omega_{\text{ext}}$ given by

$$E(t) = -E_0 \sin(\pi t/\tau) \cos(\omega_{\text{ext}}t)e_x ,$$ (3)

where $E_0 = 10^{-6}$ a.u. $\simeq 0.51 \times 10^6$ V m$^{-1}$ is the maximum amplitude of the incident electric field. The maximum intensity of the laser pulse is 34.5 kW cm$^{-2}$, well below the onset of nonlinear effects.\textsuperscript{25}
In Figure 4 we depict snapshots of the photoinduced densities in a plane containing the dimer axis for the following selected cases: a) D mode at \( d = 0.5 \text{ nm} \) (E2E, \( \omega_{\text{ext}} = 2.83 \text{ eV}/\hbar \)); b) D and Q modes at \( d = 0.1 \text{ nm} \) (E2E, \( \omega_{\text{ext}} = 2.01 \text{ eV}/\hbar \) and \( \omega_{\text{ext}} = 3.05 \text{ eV}/\hbar \), respectively); c) D mode (F2F, \( \omega_{\text{ext}} = 2.79 \text{ eV}/\hbar \)) and Q mode (E2E, \( \omega_{\text{ext}} = 3.00 \text{ eV}/\hbar \)) at \( d = 0.3 \text{ nm} \). In all the cases, the relaxed atomic geometries were used for the E2E relative orientation. The snapshots are collected at times where the induced current is maximum (i.e., when the two clusters have the same charge) and where the induced current is close to a minimum (i.e., when the net charge of each cluster reaches its maximum absolute value).

Case a) is representative of a coupled D mode (albeit very slightly altered by the appearance of a tunneling CT). The coupling between the dipole resonances of each cluster is reflected by a high concentration of oscillating induced charges of opposite sign in the sides of the junction. As it has been extensively analyzed using classical and quantum prescriptions, this distribution of charge is the primary reason of the high electric field enhancements that appears in this plasmonic cavity.

In case b) we show direct-CT modes. Although the overall shape of the driven densities are partially obscured by the atomic corrugation, the different nature of the D and Q modes is evident. Also note that the induced densities are practically zero in the junction, in fair correspondence with the single-nanoparticle character of the system at this separation.

Finally, case c) illustrates the sensitivity of the dynamical response to the atomic configuration in the critical regime in which the optical absorption is dramatically affected by the photoinduced electron tunneling. The most relevant aspect is the difference between the E2E and F2F driven densities. The first can be assigned to a Q mode (compare with the corresponding Q mode at 0.1 nm), whereas the second has a shape closer to a D mode. Also note the different distributions of the induced densities around the spacial gap between the clusters.

In Figure 5 we display the time-evolution of the induced current, \( I_{\text{CT}} \), and the total electric field at the middle of the junction (\( r = 0 \)) for the three cases discussed above. We have also included the induced current and field for the F2F configuration at \( d = 0.5 \text{ nm} \) (D mode, \( \omega_{\text{ext}} = 2.78 \text{ eV}/\hbar \)). It is worth emphasizing the overall delay in the response with respect to the applied field and the
Figure 5: Time evolution of induced currents (solid green lines) and total electric fields (dotted blue lines) at the middle of the dimer junction \((r = 0)\) due to the resonant coupling of selected modes of the nanoparticle dimer with an applied external field (depicted in the upper panel) of frequency \(\omega_{\text{ext}}\). In each panel we indicate the maximum value of the induced intensity, \(I_{\text{CT}}\).

Persistence of the induced currents and fields even when the external field has vanished, obvious signatures of a resonant coupling. Non-electronic loses are not included in this calculation and, therefore, the decay of the driven modes can only occur via Landau fragmentation, i.e., through formation of electron-hole pairs.\(^{65,66}\) In any case, the excitation of electron-hole pairs is the main damping mechanism of plasmons in nanoparticles of this size. Note that the generation of hot electrons after the plasmon decay is a very efficient mechanism that has important implications, for instance, in heterogeneous catalysis.\(^{67}\)
The electric fields at $r = 0$ for the two coupled D modes at $d = 0.5$ nm here considered (EFE and F2F) are very similar, although the field corresponding to the E2E geometry is slightly more intense. We can attribute this effect to the shorter atom-atom distance and also to the more angular profile of the induced density in the E2E configuration. On the other hand, fields and intensities practically oscillates in phase, as corresponds to a resistive character of the junction. This behavior agrees with the obtained for jellium nanocluster and nanowire dimers. Note the weak charge-transfer intensity (of the order of $1.5 \, e/s$, where $e$ is the absolute value of the electron charge) for the incidente laser pulse given in Eq. (3).

Focusing on the direct CT regime, $d = 0.1$ nm, first of all we must note the different phase shifts of the oscillations of both the Q and D modes with respect to the applied field. Moreover, for both resonances, there is a relative phase between the induced current and the electric field in the center of the dimer, the intensity being delayed with respect to the total electric field. Again, this capacitive character of the resonance is in full agreement with the previous findings for jellium systems. Although the optical absorption at the D mode is weaker than at the Q resonance (see Figure 1), the E-field intensity is stronger in the D mode. Nevertheless, once the applied field fades out, the amplitudes of the D mode oscillations are quickly damped as expected from the wider corresponding peak in the absorption spectrum. Finally, in this regime the charge-transfer intensity is about one order of magnitud larger than in the tunneling regime previously described (at touching distance, $d = 0$, the maximum charge-transfer intensity is $17.0 \, e/s$).

In line with the previous discussion, there are substantial differences between the E2E and F2F orientations in the intermediate-distance regime, $d = 0.3$ nm. The intensities of the driven currents are rather similar, up to a small relative phase. However, the electric field in the E2E geometry is weaker than in the F2F orientation. This is not surprising because the dominant mode in the E2E geometry is the Q resonance. Remarkably, the intensity and the total E-field oscillate in phase in the F2F dimer, thus indicating that the charge flows across a resistive junction. On the contrary, the E field and the current do not oscillate completely in phase in the E2E geometry. This is consistent with a weak capacitive behavior, which again can be traced back to the different atomic
configurations in the junction.

Summarizing, in this Letter we have presented a detailed study of the impact of the atomic configuration on the electromagnetic modes of prototypical metallic nanodimers when a charge transfer is established between the constituent clusters. Effects like atomic relaxation and different relative orientations, so far unexplored in quantum implementations of ab-initio nanoplasmonics, have been explicitly addressed. Our findings confirm the accuracy of the jellium model, either combined with quantum mechanical calculations or classical theories, except in the sub-nanometric separation regime in which the photoinduced tunnel current leads to dramatic changes in the optical properties of the system. This is precisely the regime where the most complicated processes occur. Thus, we have shown that a full account of the atomic structure of the junction between closed nanoparticles is mandatory to obtain theoretical results with enough predictive power.

Although quantum TDDFT simulations can be applied to systems containing thousands of atoms, this is still below the sizes of many nanoparticles of technological interest. Then, the theoretical analyses aimed at helping the design and characterization of novel nanodevices must be necessarily done by using either advanced prescriptions of the well-established classical electromagnetic theory\textsuperscript{19,20} or simplified TDDFT methods.\textsuperscript{68,69} However, even in simple systems like the one analyzed in this work, there is a subtle interplay between induced near fields (which can be perfectly described classically using non-local optics) and induced tunnel charge transfers (which can be \textit{approximately} accounted for using effective dielectric media\textsuperscript{20}). Therefore, the present work provides an stringent playfield for the assessment of future refinements of semiclassical theories which, as we have mentioned, are much more amenable for the analysis of very complex structures than quantum ab-initio methods. From a different perspective, the conclusions raised in this Letter also paves the way to further explorations concerning fields like optoelectronics, nanosensing, or photoinduced catalysis where the complexity of the light-matter interaction at the nanoscale opens the possibility of a panoply of applications.
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The relaxed atomic structure of the Na$_{297}$ cluster is taken from the Cambridge Cluster Database, [http://www-wales.ch.cam.ac.uk/CCD.html](http://www-wales.ch.cam.ac.uk/CCD.html).


